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SUMMARY 

1. The role of nerve growth factaT (NGF) as aretrograde messenger 
between peripheral target tissues and innervating sympathetic and neural 
crest·derived sensory neurons is supported by the observations that (a) the 
interruption of retrograde axonal transport has the same effects as the neutraliza
tion of endogenous NGF by anti-NGF antibodies and (b) the dose correlation 
between tbe density of innervation by fibers of NGF-responsive neurons and the 
levels of NGF and mRNANGF in their target organs. 

2. In situ hybridization experiments have demonstrated that a great variety 
of cells in the projection field or NGP-responsive neurons is synthesizing NGF, 
among them epithelial cells, smooth musd e cells, tibroblasts, and Schwann cells. 

3. The temporal correlation between the growth of trigeminal sensory tibers 
ioto the whisker pad of the mouse and the commencement of NGF synthesis 
initially suggested a causal relationsh ip between these two events. However, in 
chick embryos rendered aneural by prior removal of the neural tube or the neural 
crest, it was shown that the onsel of NGF synthesis in the periphery is 
independent of neurons, and is controlled by an endogenous "dock" whose 
regulatory mechanism remains to be established. 

4. A comparison between NGF synthesis in the nonneuronal cells of the 
newborn rat sciatic nerve and that in the adult sciatic nerve after lesion provided 
evidence for the important regulatory role played by a secretory product of 
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activated macrophages. Tbe identity of Ihis product is currently under 
investigation. 

INTRODUcnON 

In many parts of the central and peripheral nervous system it has been established 
that both neuronal and nonoeuronal target cells have an important influence on 
the development and maintenance of innervating neurons (cf. Cowan et al. , 1984; 
Thoenen and Edgar, 1985). For the peripheral sympathetic and neural crest
derived spinal sensory neurons, nerve growth factor (NGF) has been identified as 
the mediator of this retrograde trophic effect. More recently, a similar role for 
NGF has also been established for central cholinergic neurons of the basal 
forebrain nudei (cL Korsching 1987; Thoenen er al., 1987). The evidence for such 
aretrograde messenger function of NGF evolved from the observation that the 
interruption of the retrograde axonal transport (axotomy, pharmacological 
transport blockade by disassembly of microtubules, or destruction of sympathetic 
nerve terminals by 6-hydroxydopamine) had the same effect as the neutralization 
of endogenous NGF by anti-NGF antibodies (cf. Levj-Montalcini and Angeletti , 
1968; Greene and Shooter, 1980; Thoenen and Barde, 1980; Schwab and 
Thoenen, 1983). This indirect evidence has been complemented more recently by 
the demonstration that there is a correlation between the density of innervation 
and the levels of NGF (Korsching and Thoenen , 1983a) and its mRNA 
(Heumann et al., 1984; Shelton aod Reichardt , 1984). Even within a given organ, 
regional differences in the density of innervation are reflected by differing levels 
of NGF (Barth er al., 1984}and its mRNA (Shetton and Reichardt, 1986), as, for 
example, in the rat iris. After the establishment of the correlation between the 
density of innervation and the levels of NGF and mRNANGF

, two essential 
questions remain to be resolved: (a) which cells in the peripheral target tissues 
produce NGF and (b) by which mechanism(s) the synthesis of NGF is regulated. 

CELLULAR LOCALIZA TION OF NGF SYNTHESIS 

The problem of the ceJlular localization of the site of synthesis of NGF was 
approached by the method of choice, namely , in situ hybridization. Because of 
the excessively small copy numbers of mRNANGF (Jess than one copy per million 
copies of total mRNA), it was fOllod necessary to improve the signal-to-noise 
ratio of this method by using single-stranded 3sS-1abeled cRNA or oligonudeotide 
probes. The use of 35S_labeled prohes is a compromise between 3H and 32p 
labeling. 3H Labeling provides optimal resolution, but 3H probes cannot be 
produced with a sufficiently high specific activity. 32p probes provide optimal 
specific activities, but resolution is very poor. With improved procedures 
developed for 3sS_labeled cRNA and oligonudeotide probes (for details see 
Bandtlow et al., 1987), it was possible to demonstrate that in the target organs of 
sympathetic and neural crest-derived NGF-responsive sensory neurous, a great 



variety of cells produces NGF, ineluding epithelial cells, smooth museIe cells, 
fibroblasts, and Schwann cells. In the peripheral target areas the Schwann cells 
which ensheath the fibers of NGF-responsive neurons represent only a relativcly 
small proportion of the total cell number (for example, 4- 5% in the iris), 
supporting the concept that sympathetic and sensory neurons rely on their 
peripheral target cells, rather than ensheathing Schwann cens, for their supply of 
NGF (see also below). 

POSSIBLE MECHANISMS INVOLYED IN NGF SYNTHESIS 

In order to prove the mechanism(s) by which NGF synthesis is regulated, 
two approachcs were used: (a) an analysis of the appearancc of NGF and its 
mRNA during embryonie devclopment , and how it correlated with the ingrowth 
of nerve fibers of NGF-responsive neurons, and (b) an analysis of the changes in 
NGF synthesis during cxperimentally induccd degeneration and regeneration. 

Developmental Changes 

Wc chose the mouse whisker pad to analyze the relationship between the 
ingrowth of the sensory nerve fibers and thc development of NGF and mRNANGF 

levels in their target areas (Davies er al., 1987). The ingrowth of sensory nerve 
fi bers from thc trigeminal ganglion into the maxilla occurs wühin a well-defined 
and precisely timed schedule (Davies and Lumsden, 1984). The ingrowing 
sensory tibers do not intermingle with the other nerve tibers from autonomie 
neurons or motoneurons. Thc time-course studies of the innervation of the 
maxilla (which later develops to the whisker pad) and thc corresponding changes 
in the levels of NGF and mRNANGF were complemented by the determination of 
the time course of the expression of NGF receptors on the ingrowing trigeminal 
nerve fibers (Davies el al., 1987). Interestingly, by embryonic day (ElO) , when 
the mouse trigeminal sensory nerve tibers started to grow into the maxillary 
process, they still had not yet expressed any NGF receptors. The fibers began to 
express NGF receptors only when thc fi rst fi bers reached the epithelial layer of 
the maxillary process (Ell) . The appearance of the first detectable levels of 
mRNANGF

, immediately followed by corresponding levels of NGF, also coincided 
with this arrival of the sensory nerve tibers in the target areas. The levels of 
mRNANGF and NGF increased concomitantly with the increasing density of nerve 
fibers and with the development of the maxillary process into the whisker pad 
with its differentiated structurcs, in particular the hair follicles (Davies er al. , 
1987) . The mRNANGF remained al elevated levels, whereas those of NGF started 
to deeline just at the time when the density of the ingrowing sensory nerve tibers 
began to increase (E13). Coincidant with thc decrease in the levels of NGF in 
the whisker pad, there was a corresponding increase in the NGF levels in the 
trigeminal ganglion , in which mRNANGF levels never reached the detection limit. 
This strongly suggested that the NGF present in the developing trigeminal 
ganglion results from retrograde transport rather than from local synthesis. 



Because the onset of NGF syntbesis did not precede the arrival of sensory fibers 
in the target area, and the trigeminal fibers initially did not express NGF 
receptors, it can be conduded that the ingrowth of the sensory fibers into the 
maxillary process is not regulated by any chemotactic action of NGF. This is 
furtber evidence for the concept that NGF comes into play at a relatively 
advanced stage of neuronal development, being available in Iimited quantities 
and regulating the density of innervation and the extent of neuronal survival in a 
competitive manner (cf. Barde et al., 1987). 

The time course of the ingrowth of trigeminal nerve fibers into the whisker 
pad and the time course of the synthesis of mRNANGF and NGF are compatible 
witb the hypothesis that the ingrowing nerve fibers initiate tbe synthesis of NGF 
in the target areas. The main increase occurred in the epithelial layer, where 
NGF levels were about 10 times higher than in the underlying mesenchyme 
(Davies et al., 1987). The question of whether ingrowing nerve fibers trigger NGF 
syntbesis is currently being investigated in the chick embryo, where the sensory 
input to tbe skin can be eliminated by removal of the neural tube and/or the 
neural crest al early developmental stages. Preliminary experiments indicate that 
the time course and the extent of developmental changes in mRNANGF levels in 
the skin of the chick leg are independent of the neuronal input, implying a 
precisely timed endogenous "dock," the nature of which remains to be 
established. 

Lesion of the Rat Sciatic Nerve; Cbanges of NGF Syntbesis in 
Nonneuronal CeUs 

In the adult rat sciatic nerve, nonneuronal cells do not contribute substan
tially to the NGF supply required by responsive sympathetic and dorsal root 
sensory neurons projecting to the periphery. This is reflected by the high ratio of 
NGF to mRNANGF

, in contrast to densely innervated peripheral organs, which 
bave NGF levels similar to those in the sciatic nerve (Heumann et al., 1987). Tbe 
high NGF levels in the sciatic nerve result predominantly from NGF transported 
retrogradely from peripheral target tissues (Korsching and Thoenen, 1983b; 
Heumann et al., 1987). However, after transection of the sciatic nerve, local 
synthesis by nonneuronal cells increases up to 15-fold both proximally and distally 
to tbe transection site. Distal to the transection site mRNANGF levels increased in 
all segments investigated, whereas proximally the increase in mRNANGF was 
restricted to the very end of the nerve stump, which acts as a "substitute target 
organ" for regenerating NGF-responsive nerve tibers. The mRNA NGF levels in 
the nerve stump correspond to those in a densely innervated peripheral organ. 
However, the amount of tissue is too small to replace fully the interrupted supply 
from the periphery. In situ bybridization experiments demonstrated that after 
transection, all nonneuronal cells expressed mRNANGF

, and not just those 
ensheathing the NGF-responsive neurons (Bandtlow et al., 1987; Heumann et al. , 
1987). When pieces of rat sciatic were brought ioto culture, the mRNANGF levels 
first increased to a maximum after 8 hr, and then dropped to lower levels between 
12 and 24 hr, just as they do in vivo (Heumann er al. , 1987). However, in contrast 



to the further increases seen on the following days in vivo, the mRNANGF levels 
in the sciatic organ cultures remained only slightly e1cvated, similar to the time 
course of mRNANOF levels in cultured rat iris (Heumann and Thoenen, 1986). 
Since the major dilference between the preparations in vivo and those in vitra is 
the immigration of macrophages in vivo into the lesion site , we investigated the 
elfect of the addition of activated macrophages to the in vitra sciatic nerve. The 
addition of macrophages, indeed, resulted in a prolonged increase in the levels of 
mRNA NGF present , mimicking the situation in viva. Preliminary experiments 
have demonstrated that it is not the presence of activated macrophages as such 
that is necessary and that their conditioned medium is sufficient. The identifica
lion of the secretory products of macrophages responsible for the regulation of 
synthesis of NGF is currently under investigation. 
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